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South Carolina's
Cooperatives

Socialist Candidate Receives 40 Out Of 369
Votes Cast—Off-Campus Goes DemocraticMen And Women Split On Prohibition

The Composer of
•The Vagabond King"
Snilelj Without Food
1 Repression is Over
[

THOMAS MUSGRAVE

STUDENTS ELECT HOOVER IN
POLITICS CLUBS STRAW V0TEAGAINSrPROHIBITION REPEAL

X

COOPERATIVE marketing aesoctotiona for single staple crops
bare heen doing a varying
amount of husineee.in South Carolina
for somp years, but the. State's first
County Farmers Exchange, acting as
a clearing house and sales agency
for all farm products, has been
organize! here as the initial step in
a ten-year plan to stabilize farming
in Siinuer Country.
The experiment has attracted wide
.mention all over the State. The exchange
owned and directed -by a
group of the county's most influential farmers, will attempt to ascertain each year what products the
market requires, induce farmers to
plant them and act as shipping and
selling agent. It will also try to build
up markets for certain products not
JOV grown in the county.
By paying or obtaining cash for
[arm products the -exchange hopes
w euiMe the farmer to obtain credit
on Mme.thing other than cotton. It
lea intended to establish a trade
or barter system by which the farmers may exchange goods with one
another. Pools for the purchase of
large quantities of fertilizer and
other supplies will be formed.
The organization was the first step
In the ten-year plan sponsored
by
[he Sumter Country Interservice
CInta. A complete agricultural economic survey of the county by the
Sooth Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station has- also been ordered,
and the development (program will
be based largely on its results.
DOWN' the gangplank, right out
of a story book, comes Rudolf
Priml. the great composer, who
arrived in New York last week from
Europe The setting Is that of the
tale of "Little Nello" which we
believe to be Bohemian.
Father, a good scout, who liked
music, worked in a bakery in the
Bohemian village. Mother, with an
eye to business and not all musical,
saved up money to buy the winter's
wood. Father, on the way to buy the
wood, saw a beautiful little melodion
in a shop window, for sale cheap.
The price was just that of the wood
money. He brought the melodion and
'rundled it home in his wheelbarrow
for little Rudolf, who was then 8
years old. Mother reached for the
ax, intending to chop it up, but was
diiisuaded.
Without a lesson, Rudolf played
on M. beautifully. The boss baker,
passing by, heard the music, rushed
in and sent the lad to the Prague
Conservatory of Music. He went on
tour with his classmate, Jan Kube!ik, he playing the piano and Kubelik the violin. Daniel Frohman discovered him in iLondon and brought
him to the United States. In quick
succession he knocked out "The Firefly," "You're in Love," "The iBlue
Kitten," "Tumble Inn" and about a
dozen other operettas. His big smash
was "The Vagabond King," written
with Brian Hooker, the austere New
I'.nglander. He wrote the Vagabond's
song in fifteen minutes at 3 o'clock
.:. the morning. Writing a fantastic
musical shorthand, he lives in a
blizzard of arpeggios and grace
rotes. Thus the baker's boy arrives
In state on the gilded Conte Grande,
and father is squared for blowing in
the wood money.
PROFESSOR CHUKITSHEV of
Moscow has been making some
curious experiment that throw
■ Msiderable light on the natutfe of
hunger. He injected the blood of an
animal that had eaten heartily into
one that was starving. All signs of
hunger in the second animal disappeared. Injections of secretin (prepared from extracts of the muscular
'oating of the intestinal tract)
(I similar results.
Experiments made with nitrogenous compounds split off from the
blood and other organs show that the
blood receives something from the
'•'omach that must be like a harmone. For example, the blood derivatives had no effect whatever in stillinns the pangs of hunger, but those
obtained from the stomach and the
"intestinal tract were effective.
It was not Professor Chukitshev's
"nject to discover a way of doing
Without food, but to throw light on
*hat may be called the chemistry of
starvation and on the processes that
"'-'-• an empty stomach to contract
s :
"' - it is easy to predict that
w
"iKht reduction (may some day be
""ore pleasant proceeding than it is
no
*. To have the sensation of a full
stomach and yet to forego food.
DEPRESSION IS OVER
, —Sheriffs are finding it possible
•o cover their assignments without
a
racing car
. —-"All right; sue me!" is still
ne
. ing heard, but it is no longer the
voice of America.
"—Cigarette grubbing has declined
•0(|2 in the last two months.
~—°ne of Annreioa's best known
"Ptimista took his savings from under
a
, rock lam. week, bought himself Ja
ehanr-- underwear and«e of
ceased
in mPing at strange noises.

Bates undergraduate men and
women selected Herbert Hoover for
President and expressed dry sentiment Monday in the straw vote conducted by the Politics Club
Giving the Republican candidate
ror re-election a sizable lead of 169
votes over Roosevelt, the men and
the women of the college united in
displaying a concerted opinion on
personalities, even if they did disagree on prohibition. While the men
Pres. and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray revoted for repeal, 132-82. the women ! celved members of the Freshman
expressed a dry tendency with only class in their home last Friday and
49 votes for repeal and 103 for a Tuesday evenings. Games were enpolicy of retention of the eighteenth joyed and the groups sang some of
amendment.
the favorite Bates sangs. The enterThe Hoover total vote was 24 9; tainment by Prof.
Robinson was
Roosevelt had 80 votes, and Thomas appreciated, and refreshments were
came in a poor third in the presi- part of the evening's program
dential voting, getting 40 votes. The
Those attending last Friday were
total prohibition vote gave retention the women from Whittier. Hacker,
a 4 vote lead over repeal, with a and Milliken 'Houses, and men from
total of 185 votes against 181.
John Bertram and Rogers Williams
Halls. Last evening the students of
Off-Campus Goes Democratic
The off-campus voters were the Lewiston and Auburn, and the
only ones to go democratic as a women from Chase were invited.
group, the men favoring Roosevelt
20-18, and the women by one vote,!
8-7. The off-campus women were the'
only women to vote for repeal, 9-5.!
All the men's dormitories favored
repeal except John Bertram, practically entirely freshmen, where the*
vote was a 26-26 tie on the subject.;
Voting was rather heavy late j
Monday night, especially among the
campus voters who were rallied by]
some unknown
telephone coaxing
The first Vesper Service of the
source working in favor of the
Democratic nominee at the last year will be held in the Chapel on
minute. The women's precincts re-' Sunday, October 23, from 4:30 to
turns came in early, voting having 5:30 P. M. The speaker for the
service is to be Dr. Henry P. Van
been completed by Monday noon.
RogeT Williams Hall was the only! Dusen, who is Dean of men at the
dormitory with a Tecord of a 100% i Onion Theological' seminary in convote, and was the first men's dormi-1 nection with Columbia University.
He is a very effective speaker, and
tory to show complete returns.
Thomas Strongest Among Freshmen although the subject of his talk is
For Norman Thomas, the Presi- j not known, it will undoubtedly be
dentia! candidate, John Bertram j of Interest to the college and the
freshmen cast more votes than any| community.
Music will be furnished by the
other group and one-fifth of his I
choir. This service is the first of a
total.
While little faith can be placed in | series planned for the school year.
and is in the change of the Council
on Religion.
Continued on Page 4 Col. 2

Freshmen Class
Attends Reception
At Pres. Gray's

Dr. Van Dusen
Vesper Speaker
In Chapel Sunday

STUDENT CHAPEL SPEAKERS
APPROVED BY CHAPEL GROUP
Student-Faculty Committee Also Suggests More
Frequent Appearance Of Local Ministers
And Larger Musical Program
Students as chapel speakers within
the near future was one of the!
suggestions discussed and approved,
by the chapel conference group last j
Thursday evening. The more fre- j
quent appearance of local ministers
and a larger musical program were,
two other recommendations which
the committee accepted, as they met
with Pres. Gray in the faculty room
at Roger Williams Hall for the
purpose of fujtheT improving the
chapel situation.
The twenty students present were
among those chosen by the Student
Council and the Student Government
last spring to meet with the president and discuss the chapel problem,
and they met again Thursday to report on the success of this year's
innovations and to make suggestions
for the future.
Regulation Up To Student*
"There is only one way of permanent regulation, of course," Pres.
Grav remarked, "and that lies with
the "students themselves." Self-discipline and the diffusion of a correct
attitude on the matter, he continued,
are up to the student body at large.
Asked to comment on the success
of the new co-educational seating
arrangement the students expressed
themselves for the most part well
pleased with it. Some were more
non-committal, but. like Rob. Swett,
agreed that the additional cuts more
than made up for the
inconvenience." The president admitted
that the women got "the best of the
deal." but reminded those whose
names are among the last in the
alphabet that the whole order will
be reversed the second semester.
Plans Suggested Last Vear
Inviting in .more of the local
ministers and using more student
speakers are two suggestions thai
grew out of last year's discussion
but they came too late to be put into
practice then. Bob Swett '33 and
Lucille Jack '33. presidents of the
Student Council and Student Government respectively, were appointed a
committee to recommend students
for chapel service. Very few have
acted in this capacity in the past
with the exception
of
student
assemblies.
Pres Gray announced that negotiations with Prof. Crafts had proved
successful and that the choir would
render anthems twice a week instead
of once as formerly.
Sophomore* Will Be Added
The committee on chapel, which
has until now consisted of students
from the classes of 1933 and 1934
only. wiU be enlar6.ed in.„the "?"
future by additions from the sophoLore class. It will meet from now on
with a fair degree of frequency.

Alfred Anthony,
Trustee, Attacks
False Propaganda
Speaks In Chapel Monday—Is a Former
Bates Professor
"If you're after smartness and not
truth, you'd better quit now," said
Alfred W. Anthony. '85. in his chapel addTess last Monday morning.
"Ability to tell the truth consists of
two things," he continued, "knowledge of the facts and the right intention."
Dr Anthony, who is a member of
the Board of Trustees and author of
a number of books on Bibical Literature, asserted that the foremost
question in the world today, whether
In business or in politics is: "Is it
true?"
Prof. Myhrman. he 6aid, told him
that in Finland people regarded
things which appeared in print as
absolute fact. We of America, on the
contrary are apt to be more skeptical. The wave of propaganda, begun
during the war, has not yet entirely
subsided, and we are inclined to take
what we read in newspapers and
magazines with a grain of salt.
Advertising, and politics today largely consist of propaganda. The "man
from Missouri" attitude has become
part of the warp and woof of American character.
Formerly a Professor Here
Dr. Anthony, who was a professor
at Bates for three years and at Cobb
Divinity School for twenty years,
has an creditable record. He holds
six degrees, and is a Phi Beta Kappa.
He is the author of "Introduction to
Life of Jesus," "Method of Jesus,"
"New Testament Criticism".
and
Besides holding a large number of
offices in various welfare organizations, he has been a Fellow of Bates
since 1919.
:o:
"We have a population so poorly
versed in politics and
political
economics that when corruption and
mismanagement of a public office is
flaunted in their faces, they yawn
and deem such mismanagement and
waste a necessary evil."—William
McAndrew, superintendent of schools,
"Every age has to rebuild its
ideals and today is no exception."—
Rev Charles Francis Potter.

DANCE NOTICES
FRIDAY NIGHT
The Y dance originally scheduled for this Saturday night has
been changed to Friday night at
Chase Hall. It will be a preMaine game function, and the
music will be supplied by Tom
Uormley's Bol>cats.

BOWDOIN GAME
There
will be a dance the
night of the Bowdoin game, Oct.
Utt, and will be held either In
Chase Hall or the Gym. The exact location will be announced
later. Gormley's augmented Bob*
Bate will supply the music.

Outing Club Adds
Mt. Chocorua to
Its Many Conquets
Party Of Men Scale New
Hampshire Mountain
Sunday
By CARL MILLIKEN
Mt. Chocorua, 3.200 feet high,
and located between Chocorua and
North Conway, New Hampshire,
was the destination of the Bates
College Outing Clnb as twelve besweatered members gathered in the
early morning frostiness outside
I'arker Hall last Sunday, Oct. 16th.
So early was the hour that the
sleep of the honest and the jusi
still reigned over the College Commons: The Buffet Luncheon, however, rose to the occasion and served up hamburg and coffee to put
life and vitality into frozen forms
and make more endurable the prospect of a seventy mile drive through
the wilds of western Maine and
eastern
New Hampshire.
In fact.
John Hanley'34,
filled with
the
energy and impatience of a hearty
breakfast, could not constrain himself to follow the sedate pace set by
Dr. Sawyer's Pontlac and attacked
the latter with a vicious set-to of
bumpers -His own fender was destroyed, and a sadder and wiser Ford
followed humbly in 'he rear during
the remainder of the trip.
.At the base of the mountain, supplies were unequally
divided and
the grind began, pack-laden members dragging in the rear. After an
hour's travel a debate ensued between Dr. Sawyer and Ken Campbell '34. director of the trip, as to
the distance to the Mountain Club
shelter scheduled as the dinner
stop. The company milk supply (two
cans in one of the packs) was staked on the question—"Twenty minutes vs. forty-five minutes to the
hut". The hut was reached in
twenty minutes
and Dr.
Sawyer
won the wager. However, the milk
didn't arrive until ten minutes later, and no settlement could
be
reached.
Dr. Sawyer, married man of the
party, acted as chief cook and produced a delicious batch
of Rand
Hall coffee (the coffee was cooked
in canned goods containers
from
Fiske Dining
Hall).
Sandwiches,
cookies .doughnuts, oranges, apples,
and Hershey bars furnished hearty
support to the bitter black beverage
(the sugar gave out): and Clayton
Hall '33 .deep in his Cups, rose to
true eminence
as Teller of Tall
Stories. Seated
on his
figurative
•barrel of ink', he regaled the group
with tales of Paul Bunyan's exploits
as the greatest lumberman that
ever logged out of Michigan. Milbury '34. inspired by accounts of
Seven League Boots and Seven Mile
Saws and pea soup 'a mile across",
rose and essayed to toss his orange
into the
distant
valley
only to
spear a tree-top some fifty feet
away; nothing daunted he seized a
chunk of fire-wood, hit the orange,
and propelled stick, orange, and
tree-top into the abyss below.
The Bates party was not in sole
possession of the hut. A man and
his wife on a camping trip were already there when the campus gentlemen arrived .They were most cordial, however .enjoying the coffee
and fireside conversation, but kept,
none the less, a wary eye on their
various possessions, scattered about.
So it was that as the partv, once
again set forth. ' this time for the
summit, the woman summarily accused Ken Bates '35 of having designs on her toothbrush.
In the meantime,
a real
thief
made his getaway unnoticed. Charlie
Paige '35 .a saintly look on his face
as he sang "Nearer My God to
Thee", had clambered half the intervening distance
to the summit
before a panting figure with thicklensed glasses
reached the rear
members of the party and demanded,
"Where is my silverware?" Shamefacedly. Paige delved into his knapsack, like Benjamin of Bible fame,
and produced the missing forks and
spoons. He professed complete ignorance, however, of the whereabouts
of a bonehandled knife which the
camper still lacked, and since no
amount of inquiry could bring it to
light, the man with
the knickers
was left clasping his prodigal silverware and blinking behind thick
glasses as he reflected on the du
pllcity of American college boys.
Visibility was extremely poor
throughout the day, and a heavy
Continued on Page 3 Col. 7

CRIPPLED BATES TEAM OFF
FOR 0R0N0 FRIDAY; RALLY IN
LITTLE THEATER THURS. NIGHT
^HirW Rpnnrfpr "] King, Wilmot, Soba, McCluskey Definitely Out Of
u j c Vr J
Lineup-Stone And McCarthy May Play If In
Heads bpottord j
Condition—Maine Handicapped

Club For '32-'33
Thelnva Kittredge '33 was elected
president of Spofford Club Tuesday
evening. Oct. 11, to fill the vacancy
left by Rebecca Carter '33, who resigned.
Initiation of the new members
followed the business meeting. Five
minute sketches from well-known
plays or novels were given by Harold
Karkos. Powers McLean, Robert
Kramer.
Melvin Welsch. Abbott
Smith. Gray Adams. Lloyd George,
H. Robinson Johnston, Frank Wood,
Vincent
Belleau,
Albert
Oliver,
Arthur Merrifield, Leo Barry, Oarl
Milliken, John Dority, Richard Tuthill. Robert Kroepsch, Stanley McLeod.

Secon(J Big^aUy

Tjjj^ May Make
Of Fall Campaign Late Line Shifts

Just before going to press lust
A huge football rally, the first to
be held this year in the Little Thea- night t'oach Morey, in an interview
tre is planned for Thursday evening with the Student, said that he is
at 7:30 on the eve of the squad's ! still experimenting with his crippled
departure for Orono where it will squad and may be forced to shift
meet Maine Saturday in the opening State Series game. Under the Secor back to the line.
direction of Arnold Adams or Henry
It seems at the present writing that
LaVallee of the Sutdent Council,
the rally will be featured by cheers the Bates-Maine state series game
for each member of the squad and at Orono this coming Saturday depends largely on the speed with
short speeches.
It is hoped that Coaches "Dave" which each side's cripples will reMorey and Buck Spinks will speak, j cover between now and game-time.
Bates authorities stated
TuesJames H. Carroll '11, President of
the Athletic Council is already day morning that Brud King, Eddie
Wilmot, and Frank Soba are definischeduled.
tely out of the lineup along with
The rally will take on the aspect McCluskey, of course; and whether
of a parade at first as the band un- McCarthy, Joe Murphy, and Tubby
der the direction of Fred
Donald Stone play depends on their condiand the cheerleaders led by John tion at the time.
Stevens will meet at John Bertram
Maine Handicapped
Hall at 7:30, and from that point
Maine, in the same mood, says
march by a roundabout route to j
Hathorn collecting students
along ' John Wight, veteran guard who has
George "Barney" Olds '35 of New the way.
been
valuable
to the Bricemen,
York City is the sophomore class
The route
includes
from
the broke an ankle in the New Hamprepresentative on the Student Counshire game and is out of the Bates
cil for 1932-33 to succeed Edward starting point Campus Avenue, up encounter, and also that
quarterTierney who
has transferred to College Street past Rand and Che- back Johnny Wilson, passer nonAlabama. Olds was selected at a ney Houses and the Chapel to East pareil, and candidate for All-Maine
meeting of the Student Council at a Parker, and then, before that hall to honors, may not play due to injuries
Hathorn.
meeting yesterday afternoon.
received in the same New Hampshire
The team will be on the platform fracas; Frank Craig, tackle,
The new representative entered'
also
Bates from Hebron Academy, and, and the captain for the Maine game received injuries to the extent that
may
be
announced
so
that
he
may
has been a member of the Cross-j
may or may not keep him out of
Country squad for two years, win-' speak a few words.
the Bates game.
ning his numerals last season as a'
This rally will be similiar to the
At that, Maine has the edge on
freshman, and his varsity letter last one held before the Yale game when Bates; Means can also throw passes,
Saturday against Northeastern. He practically the entire student body as well as Wilson, and Romansky
runs the half mile on Coach Thomp- escorted the players' bus to Union and Robertshaw are first rate ball
son's track squad.
Square.
carriers; Aldrich at end is an A-l
man, and Cobb at center also rates
as a star along with Calderwood,
another Maine lineman.
The Batles lineup will probably
be somewhat
like the one which
which opened against Rhode Island,
with Kramer and Italia at the ends.
Oilman and Berry, or Gorham, or
Carlin, at the tackles; Fuller and
maybe Kelley at the guards; demons, center; Gay, Loomer, or Valicenti at quarter, Secor and Pricher
at the halves, and Knowles at fullback.
The only international
debate
Maine Stronger Running Game
this year on the Bates debating calIf one considers
the
running
endar brings together Mount Allison
of the two teams, Maine
College and Bates College. This im- i ability
than the
Bobcat.
portant debate is scheduled to take looms stronger
place at 8 o'clock on the evening of I With King and McCarthy and Mcin the lineup, Bates can
October 26 at the Bates Chapel. The Cluskey
question to be discussed is: Resolv- compete on an even footing or beted, That most advertising is detri- ter with anybody, but McCluskey.
who had just started displaying his
mental to the best interests of the
broke a leg
general public.
Bates will uphold ball carrying ability,
is out for the season:
King's
the Affirmative. Coming at a time and
fracture has not yet healed enough
when everyone
is learning
6uch
things as nature in the raw is sel- to allow him to participate in pracdom mild, the very subject of the tice sessions, and McCarthy's condiSecor, drafted
discussion, is enough
to draw
a tion is doubtful.
from the line to fill the holes in the
Bowdoin served notice last Satur- crowd to witness the debate between backfield, is too inexperienced
to
day afternoon that State Series op- representatives of the U. S. and of I be classed as a certainty;
and
ponents should expect a more rug- Canada.
| Swett, new to the backfield also,
ged Polar Bear than has roamed
Every Year Since 1921
j has not had a change to show what
through Maine during the past few
The idea of an international decan do.
years. Showing a stubborn defense, ! bate was first put into practise in he Roche
goes well at times, as
the boys from
Brunswick held a. 1921. Every year since then, Bates
does Lenzi ,so that Morey has only
favored Tufts team to a scoreless
engaged in at least one debate Pricher.
Knowles, and Moynahan
tie. The forward lines of both teams has
outside the upon whom he can base confidence
kept the opposing backfields from with a group from
carrying
department
doing much ground-gaining, Tufts United States. This has resulted in in. the ball
the establishment of forensic rela- Saturday.
being in scoring position three times tions
with a large number of foreign
When it comes to passing. Means
and Bowdoin threatening once.
countries.
Chief among these are of Maine, and Wilson, if he plays,
Although
Tufts
packed
more England, Germany,
Canada,
and outclass the Bobcats by far;
Mcpower than did Bowdoin and did far-off Australia.
Cluskey threw the Bates passes besome impressive gaining at midfleld
The coming debate with Mount fore his injury took him out of the
the Jumbo attack was always Allison
is a direct outgrowth of
smeared by the determined Bow- this scheme of international die- | Tufts game. Loomer has been known
doin defense when the ball reached bates. Last year the plan included to throw some good ones, but not
enough so that it can be said he is
the danger zone. Bowdoin uncorked
extended trip into Canada. The an able substitute
for McCluskey.
a drive of her own. late in the final an
result was a very successful one
and Wilson of Maine comperiod that gave all loyal Polar when measured both in the terms |1 Means
pleted six out of 10 throws In the
Bear fans visions of entering the
decisions gained and in the terms 1 first half of the New Hampshire
State Series
with three
straight of
of the very friendly relationships
wins. Richardson, a standout both which were established. The Bates game, illustrating their power with
the arm.
offensively and defensively all afterRoche Will Kick
noon, and Hubbard pounded their men who went on this trip with
way from midfleld . to the Tufts Prof. Quimby were Randolph WeaBates' kicking ability rests with
therbee
'32
and
Frank
Murry
'3
4.
twelve yard marker where the Jum- Their schedule took them through Roche, a problematical punter, and
bo line braced. On the fourth down
Johnny Roche, more than probleman attempted placement by Burdell the two provinces of New Brunswick atical.
and
Nova
Scotia.
They
debated
failed and
Bowdoin hopes went Dalhousie,
Both teams, however,
have the
University of Halifax,
glimmering. Tufts, in turn, started,
good fortune of being coached by
Nova
Scotia,
the
University
of
King's
a determined drive and as the game
College, also at Halifax, the Uni- men who know their jobs, so that
ended
was
making
long gains
versity
of New Brunswick at Fred- a good exhibition of football is asthrough the
fast-tiring
Bowdoin
ericton, New Brunswick, and Mount sured the Bates fans who intend to
eleven.
New trek the 115 miles to Orono. Brice
The outstanding feature of the Allison College of Sackville,
has coached plenty of winning
Brunswick.
game was' a fifty yard pass, Clayman
teams at Maine and still knows a
Canadians Championship Caliber
to Grinnell, which put Tufts on the
trick or two; Dave Morey, needless
Bowdoin ten yard line. Here Bow-;
As a result of this trip,
Bates to say, has proved to the satisfacdoin stiffened and
averted Tufts' College invited Mount Allison to tion of Bates supporters and everymost dangerous threat. Milliken j come to Maine on a debating tour body else that he is a master of
and Low were strong points in the this year. This Mount Allison decid- football strategy.
No doubt each
Polar Bear frontier. For Tufts ed to do, and, with the aid and sug- team will be groomed to the ultiUanna did some fancy ball toting gestions of the Bates Debating mate degree for Saturday's battle,
while Grinnell and O'Brien flashed Council, they are planning to spend and whatever the outcome,
the
in the Tufts' line.
the week of October 23 in Maine. i game will be worth seeing.
:o".
—
Mount Allison is to debate Maine,
The outcome of the Maine game
Reports from Moscow indicate Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin.
The
oudoubtedly
affect the series
that the tension 'between Japan and Canadian team is to make the trip ■! will
more than any other game
Russia has relaxed somewhat May- by water, and the people of Maine | standing
during the course of the schedule.
be the Jape remembered the troubles can be assured that the boat which I Maine and Bates are admitted to be
they had at Shanghai with John
brings this team is bringing some of the two leading contenders for the
Chinaman and his old blunderbuss the
best representatives of Canadian state title, and whoever wins Saturwhen they observed that Ivan had a ]
day will no doubt be regarded as
modern machine gun.
Continued on Page 4 Col. 6
the champion to come.

George Olds New
'35 Member of
Student Council

MOUNT ALLISON TO DEBATE
HERE NEXT WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Murray And Lemieux To Participate In Only
Bates' International Debate This Year
—Canadians Experienced

Bowdoin-Tufts
Battle Saturday
To Scoreless Tie
Polar Bears Show Stubborn Defence To
Jumbos' Attack

»
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they were proposed to the state legislature, while he was governor
of New York; who did nothing to blot out the graft and corruption
which was prevalent in the city of New York, until such action was
forced on him by Samuel Seabury; who has never alienated hiinselt
from the Tammany group, which has been a synonym for all that is
evil in politics; and who refuses to commit himself on major issues,
but contents himself with generalities and an ingratiating smile.
Will they revolt against such slovenliness in the realm of politics in
this country and attempt to build up the third party, or will they
try to plaster together the crumbling mechanism of these party
machines .*
The Literary Digest Poll to date has revealed the interesting
fact that Xorman Thomas is receiving a proportionately greater
amount of votes from the colleges ami first voters than any other
candidate. This would indicate that, the youth of our country are
somewhat more radical than their elders. That must be expected
since such a widespread world affliction as the present depression
must certainly demand a radical cure. In view of the fact that the
doctors who are working over this sick country have failed to make
any sort of accurate diagnosis, and do not know what results in
terms of unemployment, poverty and disease have arisen because
of this illness, such a diagnosis and constructive platform as the
Socialist Party offers is at least worthy of consideration. The very
fact that a third party has come into national prominence of a sort,
is an indication that the American people have come to realize that
they cannot expect parties whose financial support comes from an
autocratic tenth of this country's population which owns two
thirds of the wealth to represent truly the interests of the nine
tenths through whose votes they are elected.
Without presenting a brief for any party or candidate, and in
the hope that other undergraduates will survey the political scene,
and will formulate convictions regarding what they see, this
summary of the political arena has been presented as seen through
the eyes of one undergraduate in this Maine college. Will collegians
continue to live within the cloistered walls of their intellectual
haven, utter oblivious to the forces at work in the world just
beyond their walls, or will they through every force at their command attempt to understand and influence for the best the political
world .' We shall see.

The Spectator
Number 7

By ABBOTT SMITH
The death of a friend on Wednesday last had put Sir Roger in a most
unhappy mood. Though recovered
from the shock of grief, and having
largely
regained
his usual
perspective, the squire was not m a
tolerant temper this evening. \vnne
customarily loath to concern himself
with
the
superficial,
since
Wednesday he has found fault witn
many a triviality.
Thi3 noon he exploded with particular vehemence when an innocent
waiter at Will's served
him
a
leathery omelette. Having verbal y
reduced
the omelette to waste
matter. Sir Roger then proceeded to
decry each and every meal of the
week, finding few or many faults
with each as his memory supplied
him.
In the studied absence of a club
steward to whom he might address
this flow of invectives, the Squire
hurled them at the dumbfounded
waiter. Time and space limit the
amount of this harangue to
be
recorded here, but I have chosen
some of the choicer bits for my
readers' pleasure.
"If one comes here for dinner on
Sunday
noon, he
is served
a
tolerable meal, of which there is
invariably an insufficiency of the
more enjoyable courses. Sunday evening he finds before him a meal of
which there is never an insufficiency,
but which is too often not enticing.
"Monday and Tuesday offer alternating hashes, stews, and soups,
each containing readily recognisable
ingredients. Having struggled
through to Wednesday noon, one is
filled with liquids intended to maintain him until, at night, the second
and la-.it great gorge of the week is
served."
Here we. pass over the detailed accoin/ of subsequent meals, taking
up the dissertation again when
Friday's lunch is attacked.
"Then one is again fed filling but
[limey liquid matter in the form of
chowders, supplemented, perhaps, by
such an omelette as this which you
have put before me today."
Sir Roger's attack on the remaining meals of the week need hardly
be included to impress the reader
with the good man's depth of feeling in the matter. When he had dismissed
the butt of his rant,
becalmed by exhaustion, he addressed
these of us about him quite in his
l■u.-.tomary manner.
"Gentlemen, you know as well as
I that there Is little or no truth in
anything I have said to this fellow.
The table here is so far superior to
any other in the city as to make my
statements obvious babble.
Will
buys only the very finest cuts of
meat at all times—I know thi6. for
I have seen many of them with my
own eyes before they reached the
fire. Will assured me again and again
that no other place is able to buy
such fine cuts. This is reasonable in
the light of the fact that club members nowhere pay as much for three
meals as we do. It has long been
evident that we are to consider our
club unusually fortunate in having
-u li a fine steward. That we are,
perhaps, less fortunate than others
in the quality of our equipment is
certainly outweighed by the limitless
store of noble traditions and fino
members, past and present, which
our club may claim. My severity with
this fellow can be attributed to a
desire to avoid a falling off in the
standard of perfection which we have
a right to expect of our table. Such
an error as this omelette illustrates
can be used to bring forcibly, and
not too unpleasantly, to the attention of those concerned the need of
untiring care."
None of us dared other than agree
with our esteemed friend, and were
only too glad and relieved when the
talk turned to lighter topics.

Governor
Gardiner'*
stategovernment seemed to be settled and
ment at the opening chapel
in some cases curtailed by the rethat
he
thought
college
men
Through Undergraduate Eyes.
cent advent of Manchukuo, the pupwho entered politics were just J
pet kingdom set up by Japan. Indeed, few advancements of outside
about as good as the average can easily be corroborated by anyone
interests seem possible now. Howwho cares to examine wliait. is going on in the present political eam-j
ever the thoughts of at last bavins
paign. Such a flood of oratory and political bombast as has been
a stable and responsible government
loosed on the public through the medium of platform, press and
have somewhat made up for other
radio is without precedent in former presidential campaigns. 'I'll,
losses, and the Powers are- quite
sure of maintaining the rights, congreater part of it savors more strongly of the politician than tin
By JAMES HALAXO
! cessions and influences
that now
statesman, whether it emanates from the'Republican or Democratic
i exist. This spell of responsible govStronghold. Much of it comes from men who have been educated in
ernment is the first of Me kind since
IS IT GOING KEI'rW.N A\ ?
our colleges, yet if we are to judge on the basis of the acrimonious
' the Powers have established their
The past week in the Presidential imperialistic domains in the Far
speeches which some have made, one would never know it.
The collegians of the country are being appealed to strongly, campaign has been decidedly favor- East.
able to the Republican cause. Mr.
During all this time conditions in
probably because the leaders of the major parties realize that Henry T. Claus in his column in the Southern China have by no mean-,
victory may depend on a very slim margin of votes and so are not ! Boston Transcript quite aptly places been peaceful but is seemed that
overlooking any possible sourve of votes. Albie Booth has been signed; the trend before the public in say- with the pressure
of Manchuriar.
up by the Republicans, possibly to counteract the effect which Gene;1"*?. "It the election were to be war lords withdrawn for a while.
T PSd: y
Tunnev
produced in securing' Democratic votes. Lou Gehrig was ^!<L
"
i I"e ""» i"?lea<' of **• s°ulhern
Chinese under the
J
,
'
, .
,
„*„i „., „ ,.,, „ ■
i, ,„ c„„ *wJ three weeks from then the Demo-, leadership of General Chaing Kai
also reported to have been accepted as a stump speaker for the cratic party wou](, be in power> but'Shek ml£ht spee(,ilv setUe nluU(,,s
Republican cause, but later reports have it that he prefers to stick had the election taken place two aud reunite their disrupted factions.
to something about, which he knows a little, rather than to venture! weeks ago the Democrats would have!
Last week, however, came the
into politics concernin<r which he admits he knows nothing. Perhaps been morG comfortably the victors.'' j word that bandits had renewed
eir escapades and that the noto0
it would be better if the others had felt the sa
urne way. It might beIgj^™^
_H«*
I Democratic forres***™***
are losing ground.
' rious Manchurian war lord, formersaid that the Socialists were first to take advantage ot the news whether the trend will continue so ly known as the "Christian" Geneyalue of athletes who espouse a political cause, for many will re- is, indeed, the major political ques- rale had announced ambitions of
I carving out for himself an indepenmember the fiery speeches of Red Long, Bates football captain for tion of the day.
Governor Roosevelt assures
his ■ dent Manchuria,
to include Mantwo seasons, in behalf of the Socialist Party.
that at the present point chukuo. More recent dispatches inIn addition to these tactics, partisan organizations are being associates
in the campaign the Democrats are' dicate that the unrest has gathered
formed on many campuses throughout the country. Instructions sure of 267 electoral votes, or one' force while the traditional Chinese
from the national headquarters of the major parties are full of such more than the number needed to \ ''Generals" are arising
from noforming
theirs
subtle suggestions as to have the president of the college come out elect. At the same time Mark Sulli-' where and again
in favor of the party or of the candidate; to send to headquarters the van declares that the Republicans | bands.
are now sure of more than enough
This area of conflicting interests
names of children of prominent opponents of the party, who have
to elect. This eminent columnist and general unrest will bear watchbeen won over; and to enroll as many names as possible on the states further that Mr. Roosevelt's ing even as the Balkans would have
roster of the campus organization.
figures can hardly be relied upon before 1914. In Japan's blunt refuWhile these are favorable indications of the fact that under- due to the- effects of the present sal to consider the committee report
of the League one might see a pagraduates are coming to be a factor in politics, a thing which was forceful Republican campaign.
rallel to Austria-Hungary's historic
Hoover Gains Prestige
not dreamed of thirty years ago, it is very obvious that if their inrefusal to negotiate at length with
President Hoover's
reclamation Serbia on the eve of the 1914 hosfluence is to.be for the best, their ideals must certainly be something
is now
more than that of the "average politician". In other countries stu- of the middle west by means of his tilities. Likewise England
Des Moines address, together with
dents have long been a vital factor in national politics. In view of the Mr. Coolidge's well received defence unofficially behind Japan in the occupation of Manchukuo just
as
hopeless impasse into which our national leaders seem to have led of the present administration given Germany behind Austria-Hungary.
us, it would seem that it is very nearly time that this happened in at New York, constitute the main-1
stays of the belated Republican cam-|
our country.
paign .The Republicans, almost deWill the college youth accept the challenge and assert them- void of eminent and willing camselves through the ballot? That remains a matter of conjecture for paigners, see in Mr. Hoover's con-1
the present and depends on the intelligence they bring to bear in templated western tour the timely |
their appraisal of what is going on in the political arena. What will return of lost prestige.
Meanwhile the
Democrats
are
they think of major parties whose platforms are so much alike, that, considering
whether the help of Alas someone has said "they are so much a piece you can't tell them fred E. Smith will be an asset to
apart.'" What will they think of a presidential candidate who re- their cause. The opposition he resorts to cry-baby tactics, or who spends his time praising the ceived from the "Solid South" four
glorious traditions and liberalism of the state in which he happens year ago causes doubt.
oDw**i»'is
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
to find himself? What will they think when they examine a spectacle AMERICAN BISIXESS LOOKS VP
By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
such as a national convention of one of the major parties, resembling
FLEAS
Reports of American business for
a howling undergraduate body at a football game more than anyX
thing else? What will they think of the colossal mistakes that must the month of September show an
(With Apologies to Joyce Kilmer)
XXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
encouraging
trend.
The
reported
be recorded against the party now in power; of a giant finance business failures
for that month I think that. I shall never see
Ramsdell Scientific society held
corporation organized to lend money to railroads and companies are the lowest in number since the An insect like a Hebron flea.
it; first meeting Tuesday evening
that have not sufficient security to borrow that money through crash, there being only 429. At the A flea whose hungry mouth is prest in the "Y" room at Rand Hall. Rosalegitimate business channels; of a moratorium on foreign war debts same time quotations from the New Against my nose or arm or chest;
mond Melcher '33 gave a talk on a
state
that
geology trip taken this summer and
that has merely postponed and aggravated a problem rather than York Stock Exchange
A
flea
that
jumps
around
all
day
bond values
have increased |59.relieved it; of a Farm Board that with childlike simplicity bought up 163.945. during September Business And makes me itch and want to slay; exhibited minerals gathered on the
trip.
millions of bushels of wheat in order to raise the price of that activity in the new and growing A flea that may in my hair build
A
meeting
of
the Women's
commodity, and now holds it without any market; of relief organ- airplane manufacturing industry has A nest where little fleas are drilled;
Politics club will be held Tuesday
ized on a primitive community basis for unemployment, a national also been stimulated by the recent Whom I slay at when I see;
governevening for the election of new
calamity, and this in the face of two years of failure at that plan; order from the Brazilian
ment for the immediate delivery of Who intimately lives with me.
members. For the past week the club
and of a party who now says that the depression is the result, of a large consignment of heavy arFlea bites are scratched by fools like has been working with the Men's
•world wide conditions, yet who said four years ago that the pros- mored planes.
Politics Club on the presidential poll.
mo.
This year the club is planning to
perity which the country then enjoyed was the sole result of the
God only knows who made the flea.
THE SIXO-TAPAXESE QUESTION
—The Hebron ian— sponsor closer relations with other
"wise and beneficial administration of the Republican Party."
politics clubs in the Maine colleges.
What will they think of the other major party and its record;
COLBY SELECTS HOOVER
That the Balkans were the sore
The first meeting of the Otiting
of its candidate who promises many liberal measures to relieve spot in international relations beThe Colby Echo is also conductpresent conditions, yet who did not support similar measures when fore the World War has come to be ing a straw vote for President. Re- Club was called by its president.
a generally conceded fact. In present turns show that Hoover is Colby's Paul Carpenter '33. Tuesday evening.
day China as in the pre-war Balk- favorite with Roosevelt and Thomas October 11th. Plans were made for
ans the nations of the World are running a close race for second place. future mountain trips and model
cabin parties for freshman girls. The
economically
and politically concerned. Japan desires Manchuria as BOWUOIX ORIENT COMPLEMENTS secretary. Leo Barry '33 distributed
the new Outing Club seals.
a dwelling place for excess populaSTUDENT
The Orphic Society has admitted
By EXGESE FIELD
tion, as a country potential in raw
It's your turn. Tom. to get the eleven new members. They are VirmaterlalsT and as a market for Japanese made goods. The U. S. S. R. bouquet and to take a bow. for the ginia Scales, Doris Maxim, tMatilda
Happy the man that, when hit day is done,
has no scruples about the spreading Bowdoin Orient states that the head- Berattiero. Elizabeth White. iLenora
of communism in that fertile field, line in the Bates Student—Yale Murphy, Ellen Bailey, Isabelle MiLies down to sleep with nothing of regret—
nor does it deny the advantages of Holds Bates To 0-0 Tie—the best nard. Anna Saunders, Janet Walker,
The battle has he fought may not be won—.
outright control over the Southern line of all papers for that week, and Dorothy Wheeler, and Paul Jeannotte of the class of 1936.
The fame he sought be just as fleeting yet ;
Manchuriani branch of the Trans- terms the headline "subtle".
Siberian railway. The interests of
Folding at lastlhis hands upon lib 'breast,
BEWARE POLKA DOT PAJAMAS some of the biggest, oldest, and costEngland are predominantly economHappy is he, if hoary and forespent,
A Purdue co-ed awoke one morn- liest things:
ical in that she desires a stable
and responsible government
over ing with all the symptoms of small- • Toe !arsest li'brary is the National
He sinks into the last, eternal rest.
the hitherto bandit-ridden country. pox. By the time the doctor arrived, in Paris. It contains three million
Breathing these only words : "I am content."
Recently the interests of France she was in state of collapse. The books.
The tallest monument is in Washhave come more into the limelight "doc" took one look at her, and then
due to the
French
government's wiped off the spots with alcohol ington. D. C. It is 555 feet high.
But happier he, that, while his blood is warm,
The highest chimney is in Glasgrowing concern over the border Before going to bed she had taken
unrest near Indo-China. The United a shower and while still dampish had gow. Scotland, and is 574 feet high.
Sec-; hopes and friendships dead about him lie —
The oldest college is Univ. College,
States also has a finger in the pie do"ne,d her red P°,ka dot Pajamas.
Bares his brave breast to envy's bitter storm,
Well, anyway, it makes a story, Oxford. It was established in 1050.
other than that of seeing justice
The deepest coal mine is near
Nor shuns the poison barbs of calumny ;
done through the urgent notes of doesn't it?
Lambert, Belgium—3500 feet deep.
Secretary Stimson to Japan and to
And 'mid it all, stands sturdy and elate,
BIGGEST, OIJ>E8T, AND
,«T - *"*"* monolith is in Egypt—
the League. The economic Intersts
COSTLIEST
10'6 feet.
Girt only in the armor God hath meant
of the United States in China are
The highest dock is at Cardiff,
outweighed only by those of Great
One of the reporters on the Otta- Wales.
For him who 'neath the buffethigs of fate
Britain.
wa Campus had lots of time on his
The strangest electric light is at
Can say to God and man : "I am content."
Affair Seems Settled
hands (can nothing be done about
All of these desires for advance- this?) and so (I still like Ed Wynn) the Sydney Lighthouse, Australia
The greatest bank is the Bank of
ment of interests and for stable he compiled the following list of
England, London
National Politics
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MAN OF C0LBY~T

PROF. JULIAN D. TAYLOR, DIES
T)pan Of American College Professors Di«,
Of Heart Attack Last Thursday-Colby
Latin Dept. Named For Him
iProfessor Julian
D. Taylor of
Cofby 5SS of American professors
die 1 of heart
failure Thursday
morn'ng October 13. at his home in
Wh-siow His death ended a career
world-famous among educators and
I
life
loved
and admired
b>
thousands of Colby alumni
Students at Colby noticed the absence of "Judy" Taylor from his
Tuesday and Wednesday classes, it
« assumed that some slight illness
had prevented
his attendance,
in
reality, it was a heart strain incurred
bv picking apples on his Winslow
farm Calling him at his usual rising
hour of 6:30. his housekeeper found
he had passed away during his
sleep.
_.
Outstanding Educator
The life of Professor Taylor was
outstanding among educators, He
graduated from Colby in 1868. In
the fall of that year, he returned and
remained on the faculty until his
death. Thus for 65 years, he served
his college and gained for himself
the title, "The grand old man of
Colbv." On the 50th anniversary of
his class, the Coiny trustees named
the department of Latin, "The Taylor
Professorship
of
the Latin
Language and Literature". For two
vears. during 1927 and 192S, he was
on the executive board of the college.
His devotion to the classics, won the
attention of Ambassador Martino of
Italy, who congratulated him for his
"service in the teaching of the
elegant spirit
of
Mediterranean
civilization."
The brilliant mind of Professor
Tyalor was quite as familiar with
modern business as with Horace and
Cicero. He was vice-president of the
People's Ticonic National Bank. By
frugality of living and shrewdness of
invest-men, he amassed a fortune
large enough-to accomodate a $350,000 gift for Colby's new campus.
Indeed, he even urged the study of
Latin as a background for the stockmarket. "It helps one to make good
guesses", he said.
Part of Colby Traditions
Under the guidance of Professor
Taylor 18 college professors became
familiar with the power of Roman
eloquence and the charm of Virgil's
poetry. Out of the 4,500 living|
alumni of Colby, only five were in j
college when "Judy" was not on the!
faculty. It is not strange that he:
will now become a part of the living
tradition of this college.
The practical philosophy of the
man is revealed in the following
quotation, which epitomizes his aims
and ideals. "Knowledge is not power.
Judgement is power. A man can j
stuff his brains with knowledge and |
not have power. In translation, a I
man must have the facts, but his|
success depends upon hi.s judgement
in applying and interpreting them".

Dr. Gilkey Offers
Rules of Conduct
There are six rules to keep c
stantly in mind whan dealing »°!!"
other people, said Rev. Dr. jaJlh
Gordon Gilkey at a discussion i«°?
of the secretarial department
Springfield
college recently. -"
first of these rules, according 'o Dr
Gilkey. who has constructed
them
out of his many years exper
r--16!lee \,
the ministry, is to remember tha-1
is impossible to please everyone J!
matter how hard you try. he si^J
there will be people who will ztoxt
pleased by anything you do eith*
because of temperamental difTerenc=a
or because of jealousy.
Dr Gilkey's second rule of socfai
conduct is that it is ImposBiale?
equal the popularity record of pew"
moi
favorably situated than yoj,
self. Going out into the world, jj
a l\ -id the seniors present parti^'.
l.iily. one will find other per.
ter off financially, socially or even it
their vr-ry personality than yomnn
The best method js to frank:. .,!,,.
that fact, and do the be3t oomHk
with what is available.
"Show that you are Willing to tah
advice as well as give it." said j|,
Gilkey in presenting his third polm'
An enormous amount of misunder.
standing and unpopularity resolij,
he said, from failure of people to
understand and apply this truth
"As a fourth point Dr. Gilkey J;j.
vised that one should look at a situ.
tion from the other person's puim0i
View as well as his own. Although
this often
hard to achieve, it ..
necessary. It requires the cultivation,
be i-aicl. or a "sympathetic imagination."
Perhaps the most interesting rule
of the six whteh Dr. Gilkey namej
was. when you begin to get angry
ask your.self if you are not taking
life too seriously. Dr. Gilkey cited
instances where the observance o!
t li it- rule saved much trouble We all
get angry at times, he said, and w«
are judged not by whether we do get
mad. but by what we do at the time
of our anger. Cultivating the habit o!
laughing it off at the very ^tart is an
invaluable aid to one's social conduct, he explained.
The final point of social conduct
be named as an attempt to show
good manners at all times. Numberless occasions arise, said Dr. Gilkey,
when a slight consideration of another and simple courtesy will place
one high in the estimation of others.
Unpopularity and faiilure in one'e
social world is the inevitable result
of neglected or offensive manners.

kcuf1HE tobacco that 19
cut best for pipes might
be termed "whittle cut" or
"rough cut," like Granger.
It requires a type of tobacco
different from the tobacco
used for chewing tobacco
or cigarettes. Then again,
Granger is made by Wellman's Method.
Granger has a pleasing
aroma. It is slow burning
and cool. Just try it!
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JAPAN JUSTIFIED IN TAKING
Qirls In Prague Look Like
MANCHURIA, SAYS PROF. GOULD
Qarbo To Bates Professor
Claims United States Cannot Criticise Because
Of Its Own Shady Policy In CaribbeanCase Of Panama Cited
Speaking in a terse and
lightly
numerous strain. Prof. Gould pointed out in his chapel talks on Friday
and Saturday of last week the confuting factors in the
Manchurlan
question. He touched
upon
a few
possibilities through
which
Ja.pan
might take care of her excess population. His last talk on Saturday clear|* answered the questions—"It not
japan's
position
justified?"
and
"What right has the United States
to criticise?"
Japan Has Four Alternatives
With a population half as large
that
of
the
United
States
as
and crowded into a territory as large
a* California, Japan has four ways
• „nt"—the first three of which are
either impossible or impracticable:—
i 11 Reduce the birthrate

I
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(2) Increase the deathrate
(3) Rmmigration
(4) Industrialization
by drawing
from the natural resources of Manchuria
Prof. Gould in discussing this laet
possibility feels that Japan is justified in her position of seizing Manchuria. There fa no other course for
Her to follow. Moreover, her advice
to other nations is
"Hands
Off".
That is her Monroe Doctrine.
Can the United
States
criticise
Japan's action
and claim
a
pure
record for herself in regard to international affairs?
President Roosevelt's action in seizing Panama while
"Congress talked" was cited as an
example. The record of our nation
as well as those of other nations is
sadly blemished
by actions
of
a
nature
similar
to what
Japan is
facing at the present time.
On Cabbages and Kings
Prof. Gould closed with a "takeoff" on one of Lewis Carroll's poems
in "Alice in Wonderland."
"The time has come," the faculty
said,
"To talk of many things. .
Of shoes—and ships—and sealing
wax
Of cabbages—and kings—
And why the sea is boiling hot—
And whether pigs have wings."
"But wait a bit," Bates students
said,
"Before we have our chat
For some of us are out of breath
And all of us are fat!"
"No hurry," said the Carpenter.
They thanked him much for that.
"Strangely the Democratic party
has a habit of backing
away from
the White House door when it is
opened to it."—William Guggenheim.
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T. J. Murphy

Whatever other
benefits
travel i
may offer it changes
places
from
mere
names on
a map to vivid
pictures in the mind. In two months
this summer Mrs. Berkelman and I
had the fun of collecting enough of
the.je images to enliven the .walls of
our mental home for years to come.:
The joy of travel, you see, lasts
indefinitely, yet necessitates no upkeep.
On long wintry evenings it will be
good to remember the marrow-warming sunshine of Ca-pri. an island in
the Bay of Naples, where the sirens,
BO they say. waylaid Odysseus and
Where that crafty one outwitted the
giant
Polyphemus.
Whenever we1
read Keats hereafter, we shall smell
again the exquisite roses sold in thei
Piazza di Spagna. under the window
of the room in which he died. The!
fine sorrow-stricken face of Michelangelo's "pfeta" becomes as haunting as sad music. "Siena" stands for
the fragrance
of blossoming
lime
trees: "Piea" for the queer misgivings in the pit of the stomach that
come while climbing
the
Leaning
Tower, an experience which
makes
you swear that a whole
world of
stone is about to clatter down upon
your
head;
"'Florence"
for
the
gorgeous jewelry shops on the Ponte
Vecehio and the mellow chimes at
sunset from
Giotto's Tower,
fair
"lily of Florsnce that in the night of
ages
bloomed
alone".
"Venice"
brings up the dreamy gliding of a
gondola down twilit canals, a dead
rat floating (the fly in Romance's
ointment), and the piercing odor of
incense during high mass in St.
Mark's. North of the city of lagoons,
through the Dolomite Alps (near the
birthplace of Valery Burati) we had
the most beautiful motor trip we've
ever taken—precipitous crags spearing at clouds,
cozy
villages each
dominated
by
a
needle-slender
church steeple, tiny huts and grazing
cattle thousands of feet up the green
slopes, a flaxen-braided Austrian
youngster selling alpine roses at the
top of the forlorn
Passo di Giovo.
Yes, Italy is a perennial delight. One
understands a little more deeply now
the feeling of the great Victorian
poet—
"Open my heart and you will see
Graved inside of it, 'Italy' ".

Beautiful Vienna

Est. 1873
Maine

BERKLEMAN

Italy a Perennial Delight—Mingling of Romantic
Past With Vital Present Impressive
In (icrmanv

After Venice most of our explorations were entirely new to us, for we
had never
been
so close to the
geographical heart of Europe.
Living
in
Goethe's
room
at a sixhundred-year-old inn added to the

Fur Company
Lewiston,

By ROBKRT G.

fascination of Innsbrnck. in Tyrol. A|
morning dumb up the Kapuzinerherg jn Salzburg is also not
easily
forgotton:
nor are the crashing'
wavai of Wagner's music
in
"Die
Walknre ". heard in Munich, and the
several
visits
to the
stupendous
scientific museum in the same city
of Gemutlichkeit. That overcast day
at Melk. on the Danube, the tread
of Niheliing warriors sounded
very
near. Vienna, with its vast gardens
and boulevards
and
great
public
buildings, is one of
the most
imposingly beautiful cities we've ever
visited. Budapest, capital of Hungary, is filled with the clatter
of
a
consonantal
language,
barefooted
pea-ant
women and dm-ty squalor
away from the river, and lining the
Danube an array of sumptuous hotels
on one side and on the other a range
of hills the buildings of which,
by
the magic of electricity, are transformed into glowing ramparts and
turrets against the black Hungarian
B%y, with necklaces of incandescence
strung
along the river
and
the
bridges.
ID
Prague,
despite
the
strangeness of the Czeeho-Slovakian
tongue and the age of the timbered
buildings (hat were no longer young
when Columbus was a boy. all the
girls looked like either Greta Garbo
or Marlene Dietrich and wore their
blue berets at the very latest angle.
To the traveler, if not to the international bankers, Central Europe is
a cornucopia.
Hitler's Bod Plugs
In Germany one is impressed by
the mingling of a romantic, storybook
past
with
a vital
present
nervously eager for a better future.
Dresden, for instance, not only offers
the
original
of Raphael's
lovely
"Sistine Madonna" and a marvelous
collection of old diamond-encrusted
sword-hilts, but also
it shops display some of the
most exquisite
porcelain
ware
being
made
at
present, and over many of its buildings, this past summer,
flew
the
blood-red
flags of Hitler's
party.
Papers publishing
the
last-minute
news of international
import
(no
space and time wasted on accidents
and
domestic
bickerings)
appear
every hour of the day and are read
with avidity. Weimar, at every turn,
reminds one of the days of Goethe
and Schiller, over a century ago; yet
the city also,
in the fine German
custom, has its'up-to-date Stadthalle,
a community center at which
the
citizens may chat with their neighbors, sip beer, and listen to open-air
orchestral
music (never jazz),
as

the swans glide
about
over the;
poplar-encircled
reflecting
pool. |
Likewis . c Bter, where Wordsworth
once
sojourned.
although
it
is
celebrating its one-thousandth birthday this year, has ir.
- X: lereachischer Hof one of the most beautiful
and ultra-modern of hotels. Nearby
Hildesheim is one of the mosl satisfying m di'v.i! towns in .Europe,
Of apodal interest to me,
for
my
father lived there before a ::".-' out
for Ani'M-i :a ovi
ago.
During all our w
met
onlv thre
W WS :'knew—the Buschmans
in MM
where Mr. fiuschnaan h
' "lying
this pas'
and,
on
tb
"Columbus" returning
to America,
Art Saeger,
who graduated
from
Bates several yee
and threw
the javelin fo
States at the
Olympics in Amsterdam,

Regional Sec. Y. W.
!
Urges Cabinet To
Greater Effort
Miss Katherine Duffieid, regional
.secretary of the Y. W. C. A., in a
talk to the cabinet members
Monday night, urged thai
Y leaders try to mak
tb
pose real to the m< m
the
organization.
She first impressed
it upon
girls that as members ol ibis V. W.
organization th y
members ■
world-wide
Stndenl
Federation
which includes 86 student
movements, a federation
whieb hi
its motto "Ihi ■
y ail be one".
Tin's federation lias its int.
headquarters
in
Geneva
• ■
many enthusiast!) CO!
held by the workers.
Here H was
that young people
up the purpose Which
or each individual organization.
Makes a 1*11 wuial Appeal
This purpose was her next point
for discussion wMi b
bro
talk on to a more I
mal
far as Bates is concerned. This purpose is "We unite In a
■ live
a full and creative Me through a
knowledge of Cod.
We are d
mined to have a part in making this
life possible for all people. In
task we seek to understand J«
and follow Him".
Going over this
with them, idea bj idi a, shi br i -

out every time tie

each in-

dtvldual to have
stick to th.' pledge. She pointed out
i hat as cabinet mi mb .
most
stay With tb" idea and live U every
day it' they wish to make the Y. W.
0. A.
al ''
an
organ! ■
which would
ed if sudd
stopped.

LITTLE THEATER FILLED AT
OPENING^ DEBATE OF YEAR
Large Audience Hears Bates And Vermont
Discuss Subject Of Taxation—Humor Injected Into Discussions
By TOWERS McLEAX
Before an audience
that
overflowed the Little Theatre,
in the
first debate of the year, a trio
of
sophomores
met the University of Vermont at Little Theatre
a' .I (li-ius, (i with them the. question
of Taxation. Bates upheld the negative Of the proposition:
Resolved,
That at least one-half of all state
and local revenues should be derived from sources other than tangible
property.
Professor J. Murray Carroll,
the
chairman of the debate, welcomed
the Vermont debaters and expressed
his pleasure at the interest evinced
by the audience
in such
a subtle
•mie subject. Mr. R. E. McCuin.
first affirmative speaker,
occupied
nil in pointing out the necesfor change and suggesting new
for state taxes. He urged a
shift from tangible property taxi a
to the following
sources:
general
\ inheritance, personal
income
intangibles.
Such a policy, he
anted would be more equitable.
Ol
-- tamined
by
Mr.
Pierce,
Mr. McCuin admitted that sales and
me revenues would shrink durtlmes of depression.
Thus the
ii r's poverty, so eloquently deii. would
not be relieved
by
the Vermont plan. Mr. Beuler, tax
expert
and coach of
the visiting
mi. was cited by the negative as
ority for the fact that the prochange was regressive and unsurprised by
this damaging
ment of his coach, the witness
I only conjecture that possibly
Mr. Beuler bad since
changed his
mind.
The first pleading lawyer of the
live
was Mr. Cordon
Jones,
who proved himself a pleasing and
speaker. With the aid of dia•:■-. he illustrated the impossibi: ring the burden of
i xation. Political
chicanery
and
impulse to bootleg taxed artiwere further arguments againts
proposal.
Mr. William
Myers
questioned
Mr. Jones on many points. The only
tssion secured was that grafl
might be restrained by dlBComoding
politicians with an unfamiliar sys-

u in.

(losing the negative
case,
Mr.
Walter Norton stated that the disFacts are
not physical
I in was not on the size of the
which can b caughl. labi led and pul
no but on its source.
in a glass case.—John Dt wi y.
He established
that all the sug1 source, were sterile or im"The underworld is now the overtical. Constructively
he advoworld."— Kev. Charles Francis Pot! as the besl relief a tax reviChicago.
nol a shift.
■

-.o:

■

When you're looking for smart winter Clothes
To shield you from eold winds and snow
You'll find these the best,
Far ahead of the rest.
Yes, they're MURPHY'S fine quality clothes.

!5|

Smart Sportswear
Suede & Leather

JACKETS
All Sizes, Many Styles and Colors

$5-95 $6*95

Fur Jackets, Scarfs
Easy Payment Plan—Out of your allowance
Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS

YEAR BOOKS

#

■ MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS
PROGRAMS

u

95-99 MAIN STREET. AUBURN. MAINE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

GOOGIN
GOAL, WOOD and COKE
1801
Phonei
11, Ba"s Street
LEWISTON

a

Harry L. Plummer

FOEIi CO.
1800
" JSZJS,'"
AUBPTm

PORTRAIT—Commercial and
Finishing Photography
New Studio

MOST

OOMPIJWB

AND

OT-TO-DATB

At 135 Main St.,

Luggage Store Emit of Boston

Lewiston,

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN ST..

Maine.

%/ 0- ^'C

■ 1

the corner and down your way he
come9 with his mellow accordion ... a song on his lips
and the love of song in his heart, like a wandering
troubadour of old.
Light up your Chesterfield, fling wide your radio
window and listen . . . for he has many tales to tell you!
AROUND

BILL
The Barber
For

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.
171 MAIN STREET

v-=

Eds and Co-Eds

h

CHASE HALL

WHEELER

Berman's

Oor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES
SUEDE JACKETS

Clothing Co.

For Good Clothes and
Furnishings

_ _

Special discount glyen to Bates Stndenta

"

GROUND FLOOR

LBW13TOH. MATNE.

TAXI
4040

v

-

67 Main Street,

Lewlrton.

Mt. Chocorua
Continued from Page One
Cloud obscured the summit of Chocorua.
hut
it was
an experience
worth remembering to atop beneath
the final dome of rock.
known as
the
"Mattei-horn
of
the
United
■-", and look nut beneath the
cloud above into the brief sketch
of valley visihle. The colors of autumn were all
there but dulln. as
and mist had
blended them
into
shades and tints more beautiful than
would have been poesibl
under the
bold reliefs and glaring
colors of
broad sunlight.
Turning away into the fog about
the summit.
the group made
the
final tortuous ascent to the tablelike top. Once the summit had b
reached, n» w snt rgies wen released
and a war of orange peels and apples gave grey hairs to several who
found themselves at times too close
to thousand foot precipices.
Then
four of the lighter spirits mounted
the two-foot square geological stand
riveted in the very peak and gave j
soul-stirring rendition of "For He's
a Jolly (Jood Follow'-.
While Dr.
Sawyer recuperated
tor the
trip
down Clayt Hall again starred with
more impossible recital-.
The trip down, over the Weota111110 trail, proved more sport than
the Piper trail up which the awas made. In spots it was necessary
to cross sheer rock faces, on soniof which flimsy 'hand rails had been
fastened as some sli^hl protection.
A cabin, in which
a .croup
from
Bates ate dinner on the trip la
spring, was located in ruins at th"
foot of a slope from which it had
been blown
by one
of the
high
winds
which sweep the
summit.
There
was some explanation then
for the heavy chains which fasten
all the structures on the mountain
to bed rock.
Reluctant to leave
the land of
thrills without a last fling at death,
the group scrambled up the smooth
surface of Weetantoo boulder which
looks out over the Chocorua valley.
Even Or. Sawyer was stirred from
a tired
calm as
Ken
Campbell
threatened to.follow the example of
an Indian in the legend who Hung
himself to death from this spot after
bis true love had been taken from
him. A few crevices and bulges in
the
rock
saved
him,
however.
(Campbell, not the Indian) and the
rest of the descent was uneventful
except for a brief stop at the stream
in which Burati used to swim after
an arduous climb.
Paige ran most of the way down:
his legs were too tired to walk. But
as the end came in sight, he hesitated and stopped.
Preparing his various possessions lor transportation
to other camping grounds was the
man with the thick glasses. But before Paige could turn for a second
flight up the
mountain,
the man
spoke. "Oh say. about that knife. I
found it all right." So with a cheerful "Goodbye"
the man departed,
his wife in the driver's seat of the
family Ford.
Everything
cleared
up but the
weather.
The Bates
Outing Club
piled into
three automobiles
and
With Hanley in the rear made for
Lewiston under the lowering skies
of a rainy night.

Hunter College
Plans Program of
Mental Health

LEWISTON

8

The final Vermont representnfivr.
Mr. J. E. Bigelow ,furnished a dasll
■—in fact, several
dashes —of humor. Roaming at will over .Mississippi and even Europe, he gleaned
examples
of successful
tax shifts.
Attacking the alleged lack of proof
on the negative side, he reoaoted
the arguments of his colleagues In
;i v.-ry interest ins summary. In ail
open
forum, the proposition
was
given to the audience for consideration.

THE CIGARETTE THAT'S iVli/der

THE CIGARETTE THAT JastalSe2fe<r

Chesterfield Radio Program—Mondays and Thursdays, Boswell
Sisters; Tuesdays and Fridays, Arthur Tracy; Wednesdays and
Saturdays, Ruth Etting.
Shilkrct's Orchestra and Norroaij
Brokenshire 10 p.m. (E. S. T.) Mondays, Wednesdays. Fridays;
and 9 p. m. Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays. Columbia Network.

By means of a standard psychological test emphasizing the processes of
reasoning in mathematical and scientific studies and in language comprehension, professors at Hunter College arrived at the conclusion that
the
radical
transformation
from
high school to college
methods
of
action, the difficulty of pursuing
work
outside school
hours
an I
general physical
defects
are
tho
primary
causes
contributing
to
failures
in college.
Their survey
lasted for
two years and
included
some 4.000 freshman students.
Applying the principles which they
have
arrived at,
Hunter
College
plans to inaugurate a "program of
mental health" in the department of
education. It is its purpose to further
the intellectual progress of the students and to help them adjust themselves more fully to their social
groups.
:o:
"Depression
is a noble word invented to describe an ignoble state
of mind."—Kenneth Goode.
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George A. Ross
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Milliken House
Talks
Mt. Allison
STUDENT PROPOSES REVISION Bates Coasts to Prof.OnLewis
Confidence In
5PQRT5
Continued frcgn Page One
Freshmen Have
IN STATE SERIES SCHEDULE! Easy Win Sat. at
ability. Mount Allison is
Chapel Wednesday debating
the undisputed debating champion
By VINCENT HKLLI. \ I
Thorncrag Party
Prompted by the chance comment of the Maritime Province. It has
Rhode
Island
6-0
Sports Editor
of an Austrian on American ambi- been several years since this college
was
bested
by
another
Canadian
tion. Prof. Lewis spoke in Chapel
order to give the football fans Only Two Games
, •
ml of InMaine
The Outing club sponsored a mods!
Wednesday on "What can be done."
a game in each section of
To meet this Canadian champion cabin party at Thorncrag, Mondar
Handicapped
by
Injuries
The
American,
the
foreigner
had
the
state
each
Saturday
during
the
October 17 to which the Miliik«J
By THEODORE SEAMON
For Buck Spinks'
6aid, Is characterized by a desire to Prof Qulmby has chosen two able house freshmen women and several
time of the State series, and to boost
Uses
Few
Plays
In
men'to represent Bates. These Bates town girls were invited.
be
something
other
than
he
is.
The
gate
receipts
at
the
same
time,
the
WITH THE PRELIMINARIES of
European Is, on the other hand, to speakers are Frank Murray '34 and
Second Victory
Al Purington was in charge „»
the Maine football season now die- Student suggests a revision of the
Frosh
Gridmen
be described as contented to do his Lionel Lemieux '33.
posed of, coaches, teams, and the 1933 series schedule according to
Mr. Murray, who is president of this outing with Dot Staples. Celii
With an eye on the coming state best in the field in which he finds
the following arrangement:

canrcriTS/

accompanying regalia of this pageant
Coach Spinks freshman edition series, and the other on past ex- himself. Prof. Lewis went on to
First Saturday
of football, fans, bands, and general
Maine at Bates
will, without a doubt, be as strong perience, Coach Morey put the soft demonstrate that anyone can overhoorah are preparing for that last
Bowdoin at Colby
as usual. The squad, a collection of pedal on offence and stressed team come the obstacles with which he is
grand finale of Maine athletics, the
high school and preparatory school work and defense, with the result confronted, of whatever nature they
Second Saturday
State Series. The competition thie
men of experience should, in all that Bates half tried but luckily de- may be. He used a6 an example the
Bates at Bowdoin
season looks to be about as close
probability, make several valuable feated Rhode Island State 6-0 last very short man who has overcome
Colby at Maine
and Interesting an affair as has
his handicap by a masterful personadditions to the varsity team next Satuirday.
Third Saturday
taken place in recent years. Although
Punting exceedingly often, and ne- ality. Then he showed that one must
year. The frosh team is scheduled to
Maine at Bowdoin
on the basis of the Yale game, Bates
play two home games this year. glecting passes which might easily overcome obstacles to accomplish his
Armistice Day
should 'be the favorite to cop, yet
using the threatening
Bucksport Seminary will meet the have boosted the score, the Garnet purpose,
Bates at Colby
injuries and the resulting mental and
If the present arrangement stands Bobkittens October twenty-eight and tried as much as possible to give the phrase, "Gad, you had better!"
physical strain have taken severe
Prof. Lewis stressed the imtoll, with the result that seven next year, the first Saturday of Coburn Classical comes to Bates reserves some experience. Seven
regulars failed to make the Rhode series play would 6ee the Maine- November sixth In the only games of regulars had been left at home: Mc- portance of accepting the existing
Cluskey. who is out for the season; situation and doing one's best to imIsland trip, a fact which speaks for Bates in this section of the state a reduced schedule.
It la a little early to predict out- King and McCarthy, out 6ince the prove himself in it. In order to be a
Itself.
Just as In the proposed schedule,
WHILE THE GARXET was ad- but the Colby-Bowdoin game at standing men, but Nicolson, a back Yale game; Wilmot, Sboa, Stone, and fair critic of an institution, one must
has shown Joe Murphy.
make himself truly a part of it and
ministering a 6-0 defeat to Rhode Brunswick, thus giving this section from Clark School
Dick Secor wa6 given his first try- sympathetic with its ultimate ob'Island hast Saturday, Bowdoin was of Maine two games, and at the promise in the punting and ballshowing surprising strength in hold- same time depriving the northern carrying departments, along with out in the backfleld and shows jective. Having done this, his critilnd a powerful band of Tufts' grid- section of the state of college foot- Piguone, stocky quarterback from promise to make up at least in part cism will not only be constructive,
Huntingdon. Among the line men out for the loss of so many half backs. but it will be appreciated. To illussters to a scoreless We at Brunswick. ball.
The following
Saturday,
no are Wellman from Lewiston and Secor, along with Knowles and Pri- trate this point, he told of the InAt the same time Maine fought to a
7-7 deadlock with New Hampshire. change is suggested, as the present Gauthier from Auburn, hefty tackles cher, accounted for Bates' tally. The dividual who had asked a great
Colby's game with Vermont was arrangement of one game at Bow- with experience. Biernachl, a husky trio nan the ball down the field for philosopher If he would advocate
called off out of respect to the doin and the other at Maine seems end from Connecticut, Fields from three first downs in a row, to the accepting the universe. To this the
to satisfy everyone concerned, but Cuiver, Cummlngs and Drobosky are seven yard line, from which place philosopher is said to have replied:
memory of Prof. Taylor.
On the basis of comparative scores, the game for the last Saturday of wingmen. Wellman and Gauthier, Secor scored. He attempted the kick "Gad you had better."
Bowdoin should be considered two series play Is changed from Maine local boys, are tackle candidates for the extra point but failed.
touchdowns and Maine six points to Bowdoin in order, again, to have with Howe and Tappan at guard. SUMMARY:
RHODE ISLAND
better than the Garnet. However, one of the last two games in this Some of the pivot candidates are BATES
when we take into consideration the vicinity every year. Whea Bowdoin Grannan from Tilton School and McLeod (Dobravolsky, HUD, le
re, N. Capalbo (Cox)
facts: that Tufts pointed for the plays at Maine, the Bates-Colby Sherman, both lacking experience
but willing. In the backfleld Spinks Gorham (Berry), It . . rt. Stickney
Bates game as a maj:>r objective, game will be in Lewiston.
that Bowdoin did the same for Tufts,
This suggestion by the Student Is has Perry from Needham, Parfltt Gllnian (Taylor, Kramer), Ig
rg, Dolan (Hodgson, Fisher,
and that Bates went to both Med- incited particularly by this coming from Manchester and Conrad. Some
DuksU', Moss .Tyler, S. Capalbo)
ford and Kingston in a more or less Saturday's situation, when fans In of the likely quarterbacks besides
Piguone
from
Huntington,
Curtin
Clemens, c
c, ColHson
weakened condition, we find that this section of Maine, as well as
comparative scores mean compara- alumni of the colleges involved, and Damblne, a Portland boy. Galla- Fuller (Kelly), rg
gher
from
St.
Johns
Prep
are
among
tively little... or nothing.... The from all sections of New England,
1R, Prybla (IVitz. Collins)
Over thirty-five students of all
series must be considered as a tossup have to travel either to Waterville the fullbacks out. These in a sense, Carl in, rt
It, Prusaczky classes participated in the tryouts
axe
some
of
the
candidates,
and
Hill,
(Italia),
re
le,
Derita
between Bates, 'Bowdoin and iMaine or Bangor to see a college football
for the debating squad held during
with no school having any great ad- game. If any action is taken ac- under Coach Spinks able tutelage, Gay (ValicentI, Jjoomcr), qb
last week in the Little Theatre. Each
vantage. Colby is in more or less of cording to this proposed plan, at will without a doubt, turn out to
qb, Ryan aspirant was assigned to a team
a weakened condition this year, and least one game will be within reach be a powerful yearling club.
Secor (Roche), Ihb
with which he debated taxation, this
it is generally conceded that the of that many more people.
rhb, Kabidoux (Castrovillari,
year's Bates Interscholastlc Debating
Waterville collegians stand little
Fisher) League topic.
LEISURE
show as far as the championship is
Pricher (Lenzi), rhb
Eleven members of last year's
concerned. However it has been our
lhb,
Hodgson,
(Fisher)
squad were placed by Brooks QulmWILLIAM HENRY DA VIES
experience that Eddy Roundy and
Knowles, (Moynihan, Dillon), fl>
by, director of debate, upon the
his boys can never be counted out
What Is this life, if full of care,
fb, Wright varsity squad while the remaining
of the running until the series are
We
have
no
time
to
stand
and
stare.
Score—Bates O.
Touchdown— fifteen survivors of the tryouts are to
Continued from Page One
definitely over. We pick , Bowdoin the connection
between candidate No time to stand beneath the fooughs Secor. Referee—Mahoney, Boston form the debating squad.
over Colby this Saturday, while the and
the wet-dry •question, it is inter- And stare ae long as sheep or cows. College. Umpire——Cannell, Tufts.
Those wincing places on the
game at Orono depends on just how
Field judge Dorman. Columbia. varsity squad are: The Misses Carter
that 129 men voted for Hoowell the Garnet cripples and squad esting
Head linesman—Waughtcl, Mari- '33, Hamlin '33, Sonstrom '33 and
can round into Bhape. . . . May the ver and only 82 dry. While only 68 No time to eee when woods we pass, etta. Time—Four 12m. periods.
Perkins '35, while the men were Leindicated Roosevelt, 132 wished to Where squirrels hide their nuts In
best team win and may that team be repeal
mieux '33, Murray '34, Seamon '34,
the Eighteenth Amendment.
grass.
Bates.
McLean '35, Norton '35, Perry "35,
women were more consistent
SCHOOL SPIRIT, that intangible The
time to see in broad daylight.
and Pierce '3 5.
element of every educational institu- with the Hoover-dry feeling with No
The following are to serve on the
for the present incumbent and Streams full of stare, like stars at
tion, has received a lot of misapplied 120
night.
squad: The Misses Bean '35, Foster
comment in the history of athletics 103 dry.
Hoover's popularity gained him
'35, Dean '36. Homan '36, Rowe '36,
but it always makes for interesting
No time to turn at Beauty's glance.
Shapiro '36, Mabee '36, Muskie '36.
discussions. The Colby "Echo" points more than twice as many votes as And watch her feet, how they can
& The men are: Fitterman '34, May
to the lack of proper spirit among both his rivals' combined totals.
dance.
This space is dedicated to that '34, Jones '35, Stetson '3'5, Dodson
the student body at Waterville as
POLL TABULATION
student
who
was
going
to
Wirite
that
No time to wait 'til her mouth can letter praising or criticizing his col- '36, Fredland '36 and Greenwood '36.
the difference between a "good runMEN
ner-u-p team" and a team of champi- Dormitory
Presidential Choice Enrich that smile her eyes began.
lege but postponed it.
onship calibre denouncing the lethar"We have everything we need but
Hoover Roosevelt Thomu A poor life this, If full of care.
gy of the Colby supporters as the Roger Williams
5
we've lost our courage."—Gutzon
We
have
no
time
to
stand
and
stare.
cause of the "Mules' failure to East Parker
Borgluim.
6
garner championships". They also West Parker
3
point to the excellent quality of John Bertram
8
support at Bates as a contributing OfT Campus
6
factor to the recent successes of the Total
Bobcat. But mightn't there be a case Men's Vote:
as
of the cart before the horse here?
We remember a few years ago, Rand
4
before the Morey regime when the Cheney
2
spirit of this school was dead among Milliken
0
the missing and a football game Whittier
1
was like a funeral. And it took a Frye
2
winning football team to revive that Chase
1
spirit, so that now we've one of the Hacker
2
imost spirited bands of supporters In Off Campus
1
the state.
Total
—
—•""^S^
We wonder would this fervor con- Women's Vote: 120
22
12
tinue unabated with a losing team? Total All-College
Which is the cause? Which, the Tabulation:
249
80
40
effect? Or ju6t how are they interREPEAL
OF
PROHIBITION?
related? Does the success cause the
MEN
spirit or is the spirit responsible for
the victory? Or isn't there any RogeT Williams
correlation? this wouldn't make a East Parker
bad problem for one of the psyParker
chology classes. Whatever the answer West
Bertram
is, the Bates spirit will be put to a John
Off
Campus
severe test this coming Saturday
down to Orono. The result may help Total:
to solve the perplexity of the Colby
WOMEN
editor.
Rand
INTRAMURAL SPORTS at Bates Cheney
are decidedly not up to the standards Milliken
Is
which we find in the average East- Whittier
ern small college. While we have Frye
some provision for competition Chase
among the leas gifted athletes at Hacker
Bates, these opportunities are too Off Campus
far and few between, and the lack
of emphasis given borders on the Total:
40
103
extreme. It may be that the absence Total All-College
of frats is related to the dearth Tabulation:
181
185
i
of intramural competition on campus,
but It hardly seems the logical factor
to attribute this deficiency to it.
Basketball is encouarged to a
certain degree as is baseball but
neither to the extent to which they
should be encouraged. There are
some possibilities In the future of
intramural wrestling as suggested
by the interest arounsed by the
present wrestling contest under the
auspices of the "Student" Sports
The freshmen women of Frye St.
department. Boxing might also be
encouraged along the same lines of and Whittier houses will be enterclass or dormitary competition. tained Thursday October 20, at a
There are other sports on campus model cabin party at Thorncrag. This
which could profitably be put In the is the second of the cabin parties
class of intramural competition. For given by the Outing Club to introthe sake of those men who, haven't duce the Freshmen girls to the
the ability to engage in varsity cabins, and to give them an idea how
sports, but who would take an inter- to conduct cabin parties of their own.
Ronnie Melcher '33 and Frances
est in a milder form of athletics on
a competitive scale, we feel that a Brackett '33 are in charge of the
broader form of competition BE outing, they will be assisted by Verna
Brackett and Rosie Gallinarl. The
organized along intramural lines.
OBSERVED IN PASSING: Bill committee has planned a picnic
Pricher received official 'notification supper for the girls, and the evening
of the fact that he had been selected will be spent playing games and
as the country's third ranking half- singing songs.
The Freshmen who have been inback for the day as recognition for
his work in the Yale game. (Ho-hum, vited are: Ellen Bailey. Matilda
just another echo of the Yale fiasco.) Barratterio, Olive Bowdoin, Eetelle
.. .Seen at the Brunswick game... Dodson, Ruth Bgard. Magaret Gar125% loyal Bates men sprawled in diner, Olive Gray, Beatrice Grover,
assorted attitudes around the fence Pauline Hanson, Margell Hoffman,
(on the outside). .. Also seen at the Dorothy Martin, Doris Maxim, Alice
same game... 1252% loyal Bates Miller, Isabelle Minard. Constance
men being escorted outside by the Murray, Harriet Van Stone, Amelia
Brunswick police force (He's a pretty Venskus, Jean Warring, and Barbagood fellow)
The system of ra Young
amplifiers used at Brunswick is a
pretty god idea. . . We'd like to see ciation of Gate Crashers is in the
the other state colleges follow it out process of being formed for mutual
. . . "Snapper" Dolan still looking for protection at the Maine game
a suitable opponent in, the coming Union hours will be observed
wrestling tournament. . .. Speakipg Those interested report to Bob FitOf wrestling, an Amalgamated Aseo- terman
SEE YOU IN ORONO.

Eleven Veterans
Win Places as
Varsity Debaters

Hoover Elected

&

_™.

X*

x.

Thompson, Marjorie Goodbout, and
Ethel Oliver as her assistants prn
lessor Walmsley was present' as 1
guest. The evening was spent in
games which were led by Dot sta
pies and Celia Thompson.
The freshmen women invited
were:
Amelia Breitmozen, R|t"
Brown, Frances Fogelman, ES[.
Isaacson, Mary Oliver, Elizabeth
Wallbank, Kathleen Loneey, Marv
Ham, Charlotte Stiles, Catherine
June Lovelace, Faith Atwood, Isabel,
le McOann, Anna Saunders, Eveba
Dodge, Isabelle Fleming, and Clady.
Gillings.

the Bates Debating Council, has
already proved himself a capable
and a valuable debater. This coming debate will be his tenth college
debate and will be the fifth which
is of international character. Even
as student at Edward Little High
School in Auburn, he made his mark
on two championship debating
teams. Nor has his ability been
directed solely along forensic lines.
At the present time he is General
News Editor of the Bates Student.
He is also President of the present
Junior Class. In his Freshman year,
he found time for a little athletics
and won his numerals as a member
of the Freshman Football Squad.
Mr. Lemieux is also an accomplished speaker. During his freshman and sophomore years he took
part in the Annual Prize Debates.
On both occasions he was chosen
the best speaker. For fouir years he
has been a member of the Bates Varsity Debating Squad and took part
in debates against Springfield College and the University of Maine.
At the present time he is Manager
of the Men's Debates.
-:o:- -

I am beginning to know enough
to be certain that I don't know very
much.—Sir Arthur Keith.
The late Wilton .Lackaye, speaking of the Woman Suffrage Amendment to the Constitution:

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN
LUNCHEONS
IT'S ••THE" I'LACE

SERVALL
LUNCH
U Bates St.

Geo. E. Sehmi.lt

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

236 Main St.

K

The Blue Line

STANDARD
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Cabin Party for
Frye St. Freshmen
Women, Thursday

Nice Things Are Going To
Happen In Chase Hall
Thursday, Oct. 20th

An Exhibit Of Benoit's

Clothing * Hats - Furnishings * Shoes

Prescriptions Have Bight Of Way

HOME

Lewiston—Hum ford—Farmlngton
lewiston—
7.45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Kunifnrd—
T.86 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Knrniingtnn—
T.80 A.M.. 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

COOKED

MEALS

ALMOST ON CAMPUS
Phono 031-MK For Rates

Aa Fa BARRY

TIME

Corner rumpus and Nichols

Fred C. McKenney

We can show yon a varies selection of

64 Sabattus Street

PRIZE CUPS
FOUNTAIN PENB

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
WASHING aod GREASING
Nearest
Gasoline
Station
to
College

of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

Compliments of

LEATHER HANDBAGS

J. W. White Co.

LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

Big Things Happened In The
Yale Bowl, Oct. 1st

■
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"Intelligence is not so important
as character and will."—'Prof. Albert
Einstein.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

Where The Bobcats Meet
COMPANY

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

Jewelers

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

50 LISBON STREET

PRESCRIPTIONS
COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

Lew'aton, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Oo.

3 to 10 Bates St.. LEWISTON.
Telephone 463«-R

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME
White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS

62 COURT STREET,

AUBURN, MAINE.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
p g
and
Finishing
2*
HOUR
SU?I0E

'THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Oampna

TeL 1817 W

R. W. CLARK

Registered Druggist
Pure Drnga and Medtclnei

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPP
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLA.TF*

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company

Corner Lisbon & Ash Sts., Lewiston

Lewiston, Maine

J^Solicit the Busin^7of~Bates Students

